Event-triggered control (ETC) methods can achieve high-performance control with a significantly lower number of samples compared to usual, time-triggered methods. These frameworks are often based on a mathematical model of the system and specific designs of controller and event trigger. In this paper, we show how deep reinforcement learning (DRL) algorithms can be leveraged to simultaneously learn control and communication behavior from scratch, and present a DRL approach that is particularly suitable for ETC. To our knowledge, this is the first work to apply DRL to ETC. We validate the approach on multiple control tasks and compare it to model-based event-triggering frameworks. In particular, we demonstrate that it can, other than many model-based ETC designs, be straightforwardly applied to nonlinear systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
In modern engineering systems, feedback loops are often closed over (wired or wireless) communication networks [1] , [2] . Examples for these networked control systems (NCSs) include smart buildings, where sensors and actuators are deployed to regulate the indoor climate; swarms of drones, which exchange information for coordinated flight; or autonomous driving, where communication between the vehicles allows for adaptive traffic control. When multiple control loops use the same network as in these examples, communication becomes a shared and therefore limited resource. Classical control methods typically ignore this fact and take sufficient communication resources for granted. Data is exchanged in a time-triggered fashion between components of the control loops irrespective of whether an update is actually needed. In recent years, the research community in event-triggered control (ETC) has had remarkable success in showing that the amount of samples in feedback loops can be reduced significantly compared to those time-triggered approaches (see experimental studies [3] - [5] for example). In ETC, transmission of data and thus closing of the feedback loop is triggered only on certain events, e.g., an error growing too large. This way, feedback happens only when necessary, and significant communication savings can be realized.
There exists a large variety of methods to design eventtriggered controllers, see e.g., [6] , [7] for an overview. Most * Equal contribution. 1 of these methods are rooted in classical control theory and based on a model of the process to be controlled. In contrast to this, we show herein that deep reinforcement learning (DRL) algorithms can be leveraged in order to learn both control and communication law from scratch without the need for a dynamics model. We formulate resource-aware control as a reinforcement learning (RL) problem, where the learning agent optimizes its actions (control input and communication decision) so as to maximize some expected reward over a time horizon. The reward function is composed of two terms, one capturing control performance, and one that gives rewards for time steps without communication. This way, the agent learns to control the system with good performance, but without communicating all the time.
More specifically, we consider the setup in Fig. 1 . While the learning agent is directly connected to the sensor and thus receives its measurements continuously, it must transmit actuator commands over a wireless network link. Thus, we seek to reduce communication of control inputs. We propose two approaches for learning ETC in this setting. In the first approach, we assume that a time-triggered feedback controller is given, and we learn only the communication policy. As an alternative, we learn both control and communication policy simultaneously. This can be regarded as end-to-end learning. In DRL, end-to-end learning (e.g., [8] ) typically refers to learning the complete control policy from raw sensor data to actuator commands 'end to end,' without (artificially) separating into sub-tasks such as filtering, planning, and tracking. In the context of ETC, end-to-end thus emphasizes learning of both control and communication simultaneously, rather than separating the two. This is particularly interesting as the separation principle does not generally hold in ETC; that is, optimizing controller and communication structure separately, as often done in practice, does not necessarily yield the overall optimal event-triggered control law [9] . Endto-end DRL is a way to overcome this separation.
By means of numerical examples, we demonstrate that end-to-end learning of ETC is feasible. Moreover, we com-pare to some common model-based ETC approaches. The comparison reveals that, for linear settings with an accurate model available, model-based ETC typically cannot be outperformed by the proposed DRL approach-at least, at medium to high average communication rates. In some cases, however, DRL can find superior policies at very low communication rates, where model-based ETC yields unstable solutions. In contrast to common ETC methods, the proposed learning approach straightforwardly applies also to nonlinear control problems.
Contributions: The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
• Proposal of deep reinforcement learning (DRL) to learn event-triggered controllers from data;
• learning of communication policy only (with a given controller) with policy gradients [10] ;
• end-to-end learning of control and communication policy with deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) algorithm [11] ;
• demonstration of feasibility of DRL in numerical benchmark problems; and • comparison to model-based ETC methods. Related work: Using machine learning techniques to learn feedback controllers from data has been considered in previous works, see e.g., [8] , [10] - [19] and references therein. These works typically consider learning of control policies only, without incorporating the cost of communication such as when controller and plant are connected over a network link.
There exists a large body of work on ETC methods, see e.g., [6] , [7] and references therein for an overview. Using RL for ETC is not discussed there and has generally received less attention. Model-free RL for event-triggered controllers has for example been proposed in [20] , where an actor-critic method is used to learn an event-triggered controller and stability of the resulting system is proved. However, the authors consider a predefined communication trigger (a threshold on the difference between current and last communicated state); that is, they do not learn the communication policy from scratch. Similarly, in [21] , an approximate dynamic programming approach using neural networks is implemented to learn event-triggered controllers, again with a fixed error threshold for triggering communication. In [22] , the authors propose an algorithm to update the weights of a neural network in an event-triggered fashion. Model-based RL is used in [23] to simultaneously learn an optimal event-triggered controller with a predefined fixed communication threshold, and a model of the system. To the authors' knowledge, no prior work considers end-to-end learning of control and communication in ETC, which is the main contribution herein.
In [24] , learning is proposed to improve communication behavior for event-triggered state estimation. Other than here, the idea is to improve accuracy of state predictions through model-learning. A second event-trigger is introduced that triggers learning experiments only if the mathematical model deviates from the real system.
Outline: The next section continues with a short introduction to ETC and a more detailed description of DRL with particular focus on approaches for continuous state-action spaces. The proposed approaches for DRL of ETC are then introduced in Sec. III. Section IV presents numerical results, and the paper concludes with a discussion in Sec. V.
II. BACKGROUND
We consider a nonlinear, discrete-time system disturbed by additive Gaussian noise,
and v k , w k mutually independent Gaussian random variables with probability density functions (PDFs) N (v k ; 0, Σ p ) and N (w k ; 0, Σ m ), and variances Σ p and Σ m .
A. Event-triggered Control
In ETC communication is not triggered by a clock, but by the occurrence of certain events. The input is defined as
where γ k denotes the communication decision and K k the control law. Whether to communicate is decided based on a triggering law C k ,
wherex k defines the state of the system at the last time instant a control input has been applied. An example for such a triggering law would be
with δ being a predefined threshold. Intuitively speaking this would mean we communicate the control input if the current state of the system deviates too much from the state at the last communication slot. There are many other ETC schemes following similar ideas; we refer to [6] , [7] for more detailed overviews.
In this work, we want to learn both the control law K k and the triggering policy (γ k as a function of the observables) using DRL approaches.
B. Deep Reinforcement Learning
We give a brief introduction to RL in general and present the two baseline algorithms we later focus on in Sec. III.
The main goal in RL is to learn an optimal policy by trial and error while interacting with the environment. Mathematically, this can be formulated as a Markov decision process (MDP). In an MDP, we consider the setting where an agent interacts with the environment. At every time step, the agent selects an action a k , from the action space A, based on its current state s k , from the state space S, according to a policy π (a k |s k ). 1 The agent receives a reward r k and the state transitions to the next state s k+1 according to the state transition probability p(s , r|s = s k , a = a k ). The goal of the RL agent is to maximize the expected discounted reward
is the discount factor. 2 There are generally two types of RL methods: modelfree and model-based. One model-free method to achieve the goal is to learn a value function v π (s) ! = E [R k |s k = s], which denotes the expected return in case policy π is followed from state s onwards. The value function v π (s) follows the Bellman equation [25] , v π (s) = a π (a|s) s ,r p (s , r|s, a) [r + ζv π (s )] , (5) which can then be maximized to find the optimal state values.
Similarly, one can estimate a state-action value function (Q-function) Q π (s, a) ! = E (R k |s k = s, a k = a) which determines the expected return for selecting action a in state s and following the policy π thereafter. In an MDP, the optimal action in the current state can be derived by maximizing the Q-function. If the transition probabilities p are available, this can, e.g., be done using (exact) dynamic programming (DP). In cases where the model is not known, we resort to RL (simulation-based approximate DP) methods. In such cases, the Q-function can be learned using the Q-learning algorithm presented in [26] ,
The Q-learning algorithm updates the Q-function using the collected experience (s k , a k , r k , s k ). For a more detailed introduction to RL, see [27] . This basic RL approach has successfully been applied to low-dimensional tasks with discrete state and action space [27] . For controlling a dynamical system, we usually deal with a continuous state and action space, which might be of high dimension for complex systems. Continuous spaces could be discretized, but the discretization needs to be very fine for high-performance control. This, in turn, leads to very high-dimensional state and action spaces imposing unreasonable computational complexity and hampering convergence speed drastically.
To the rescue come parametrized function approximators. In machine learning, deep neural networks (DNNs) have widely been used to handle high-dimensional tasks. Recently, they have also been applied to RL, giving rise to the field of DRL. For instance, in deep Q-learning [28] , the state-action function Q is approximated with a DNN, making it possible to solve complex tasks in high-dimensional continuous state spaces. However, this algorithm only works for discrete action spaces. 1 If we want to learn a controller for a dynamical system, often s k ≡ x k and a k ≡ u k holds. However, this is not necessarily the case and, in particular, not in the setup we shall develop herein. 2 To simplify the formulation, we consider the episodic case with k ∈ [0, T − 1].
One possible solution to this problem is the actor-critic architecture [27] . The actor outputs continuous actions while the critic estimates the value function. Both can be implemented using DNNs. One such algorithm is deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) [11] , [29] , which we introduce in the following.
As an alternative, we look at policy search methods that directly learn a policy without a Q-function. Specifically, we will present the policy gradient algorithm [10] and the trust region policy optimization (TRPO) algorithm [30] .
1) DDPG: The DDPG algorithm, and a variation of it, are presented in [11] , [31] . For completeness, we restate the main derivations.
DDPG is an actor-critic algorithm with two networks. One is the actor network µ, parametrized by θ µ that takes the state s k as input and outputs an action a k . Additionally, we have the critic network Q, parametrized by θ Q , which takes state and action as input and outputs a scalar estimate of the value function, the Q-value Q (s k , a k ). The updates of the critic network are close to the original formulation of the Qlearning algorithm given in (6) . Adapting (6) to the described neural network setting leads to minimizing the loss function
For continuous action spaces, equation (7) is not tractable, as we would have to maximize over the next-state action a k . Instead, we take the next-state action a k = µ (s k |θ µ ) of the actor network. Inserting this in equation (7) leads to
Based on this loss function, the critic can learn the value function via gradient descent. Clearly, a crucial point is the quality of the actor's policy. The actor tries to minimize the difference between its current output a and the optimal policy a * ,
The true optimal action a * k is of course unknown. As simply estimating it would require to solve a global optimization problem in continuous space, the critic network can instead provide a gradient that leads to higher estimated Q-values: ∇ a k Q s k , a k |θ Q . Computing this gradient is much faster. This was first introduced in [32] . The gradient implies a change in actions, which is used to update the actor network in this direction by backpropagation. In particular, for an observed state s k and action a k , the parameters of the actor network are changed according to
approximating the minimization of (9) . Two general problems arise from this approach. For most optimization algorithms, it is usually assumed that samples are independent and identically distributed. This is obviously not the case if we sequentially explore an environment. To resolve this, a replay buffer of fixed size that stores tuples (s k , a k , r k , s k+1 ) is used. Actor and critic are now updated by uniformly sampling mini-batches from this replay buffer.
The second problem is that the update of the Q-network uses the current Q-network to compute the target values (see (8) ). This has proved to be unstable in many environments. Therefore, copies of actor and critic networks, Q s k , a k |θ Q and µ s k |θ µ are created and used to calculate the target values. The copies are updated by slowly tracking the learned network,
with κ 1. This typically leads to more robust learning. In Sec. III-A, we will show how this algorithm can be used to jointly learn controller and communication behavior.
2) Trust Region Policy Optimization (TRPO): A second approach is to perform direct parameter search without a value function. This is referred to as direct policy search or policy gradient [10] . A parametrized policy π is adapted directly to maximize the expected reward. Since, without a model, analytical gradients of the reward function are not available, policy gradient methods use stochastic policies and adapt them to increase the likelihood of a high reward.
Formally, let the policy π(s k ; θ π ) representing p(a k |s k ) be parametrized by θ π in a differentiable way. Now we aim to maximize the utility J(θ π ) = E a k ∼π(s k ;θ π ) R(s k , a k ). Policy gradient methods follow the gradient estimator of J for a given trajectory:
A recent advance of policy gradient methods is given by the Trust Region Policy Optimization [30] (TRPO) that uses a surrogate optimization objective and a trust region approach for updating the policy efficiently. In terms of theoretical guarantees, this algorithm ensures monotonic improvement of the policy performance, given the amount of training samples is large. We will use this method in Sec. III-B to learn the controller and triggering policy independently.
III. APPROACH
We present two approaches to learn resource-aware control. First, we consider learning communication structure and controller end-to-end. The policy should then output both, the communication decision and the control input,
where γ k is a binary variable with γ k = 0 indicating no communication. Alternatively, we start with a control strategy for the system without communication constraints, either learned or designed. The goal is then to learn the communication structure, i.e., a policy γ k = π comm (s k ) = π comm (x k , u k , u k−1 ) .
This strategy requires us to separate the design of controller and communication structure. For both settings, the state of the RL agent includes the current state x k of the system and the last control input u k−1 . This is necessary, as in case of no communication, u k−1 will be applied again, so knowledge of the last control input is needed for the problem to form an MDP. In (14) , the state is further augmented and also includes the current control input u k . The RL agent learns a communication policy, i.e., it needs to decide, whether u k or u k−1 will be applied. Therefore it needs knowledge of both. The action a k of the RL agent consists of the communication decision for the separated policy, and of communication decision and control input in the combined case.
In RL, the reward function typically depends on the states and actions of the system. We additionally consider communication, thus we arrive at a reward function of the form
where λ is a hyper-parameter. During training, the agent receives negative rewards for bad performance and for communication. In an episodic reinforcement learning task, where agents' interaction with the environment is divided into episodes, an additional constant positive reward is often given to the agent to prevent undesired early termination of the episodes, e.g., the pole dropping for the cart-pole system.
A. Joint Learning of Communication and Control
To learn resource-aware controllers, we consider both the discrete action space (the decision whether to communicate) and the continuous action space (the control input that should be applied). This is related to the idea of reinforcement learning in parameterized action space [31] , [33] .
This framework considers a parameterized action space Markov decision process (PAMDP), which involves a set of discrete actions A d = {d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d k }. Each discrete action d ∈ A d is associated with m d continuous parameters p d 1 , p d 2 , . . . , p d m d ∈ R m d . An action is represented by a tuple d, p d 1 , . . . , p d m d . This leads to the following action space: A = ∪ d∈A d d, p d 1 , . . . , p d m d . In our case, there are two discrete actions, d 1 and d 2 , where d 1 corresponds to the decision to communicate the control input (γ k = 1). Accordingly, the action d 1 has m d1 = 1 continuous parameter p d1 1 = u k , which is the control input. Action d 2 does not have any continuous parameter, as we apply the last control input again.
As stated in Sec. II-B, we consider the DDPG algorithm 3 , where both actor and critic network are implemented using DNNs. The architecture is depicted in Fig. 2 . The actor network outputs continuous values for all actions in the action space, i.e., we have This is different from (13), as we do not receive a discrete parameter γ k , but continuous values for all parameters a k . To obtain a discrete decision, we determine the communication decision by
The continuous parameter (the control input u k ) is directly obtained as an output of the actor. The output of the actor and the current state then serve as input for the critic, which estimates the Q-function value. This structure has been applied to a gaming environment in [31] . During training, exploration is done in an -greedy fashion. With probability , we select a random discrete action (whether to communicate). Besides the -greedy exploration we add exploration noise in form of an Ornstein Uhlenbeck process to the output of the actor as has been successfully demonstrated in [11] . Pseudo-code of this approach is presented in Algorithm 1.
B. Learning Communication only
An alternative to the aforementioned end-to-end approach is to separately learn the communication strategy and the stabilizing controller. In this approach, a control policy is first fully trained using a high-performing RL algorithm, e.g., TRPO [30] . Instead of hand-engineering the communication strategy, we propose to use policy gradients [10] to learn this communication structure. In essence, the trained controller computes the control input in every time-step, whereas another learning agent controls whether to send this control input to the system, thus implementing (14) .
The general scheme is related to hierarchical reinforcement learning [35] and gated recurrent neural networks [36] . We discuss preliminary experimental results of this alternative approach, in relatively challenging tasks, in Sec. IV-D.
IV. VALIDATION
In this section, we validate the proposed DRL approaches through several numerical simulations. For the algorithm Algorithm 1 Jointly learn communication and controller (adapted from [11] if φ < then 10: Generate ξ ∼ B (2, 0.5) from Bernoulli distribution 11: if ξ == 1 then
12:
Choose discrete action d1 Select a k = µ s k |θ Q and apply exploration noise to the actor output 18: Get communication decision γ k using (17) 19:
end if 20: Execute action a k , receive reward r k and state s k+1
21:
Store transition (s k , a k , r k , s k+1 ) in R
22:
Sample random mini-batch from R
23:
Update critic by minimizing loss function (8) 24: Update actor policy using sampled policy gradient (10) 25: Update target networks according to equation (11) 26: end for 27: end for introduced in Sec. III-A, which jointly learns communication behavior and controller, we show the general applicability as a proof of concept on the inverted pendulum, compare to several model-based ETC algorithms on the same platform, and show its general applicability for nonlinear tasks. In Sec. IV-D, we demonstrate learning resource-aware locomotion tasks using the algorithm presented in Sec. III-B. 4 The numerical simulations presented in this section were carried out in environments adapted from the OpenAI Gym 5 . The OpenAI Gym provides simulation models of different classical control tasks, such as the inverted pendulum and the cart-pole system, as well as physics simulation systems, Atari games, and many more. For our approaches, we augment the reward functions provided in the OpenAI Gym according to (15) . The simulations are carried out on a cluster utilizing parallel runs for the training and testing processes with randomized seeds.
A. Proof of Concept
As a proof of concept, we apply the learning algorithm presented in Sec. III-A to the inverted pendulum. The inverted pendulum consists of a pendulum attached to a motor with the goal to keep the pendulum close to its upright position at θ = 0 rad. We assume process and measurement noise as in (1) and the initial state also a Gaussian distributed random variable with x(0) ∼ N (x(0); 0, Σ 0 ). The standard deviation of noise and initial position was chosen to be 10 −4 .
The simulation environment provides upper and lower bounds of ±2 N m on the input torque that may be applied to the pendulum. One discrete time step lasts 50 ms.
We train the controller using the joint learning approach detailed in Sec. III-A. The hyper-parameter λ in (15) is tuned by a grid search of 25 values between 0.01 and 100. Different hyper-parameter values correspond to different communication rates and controller performances. For each hyper-parameter setting and task, we carry out 5 randomized training processes using different random seeds, each consists of one million training iterations. During performance evaluation, we carry out 100 randomized test episodes for each of the 5 trained agents for each hyper-parameter setting with each episode lasting 500 discrete time steps.
Results of one such test episode can be seen in Fig. 3 . The plot is a representative example for the results obtained from the different agents and test episodes. The pendulum system remains stable with the angle staying well within ±0.1 rad, while significantly saving communication. Here we observe a saving rate of around 90 %. Further it can be seen that the learning approach does not converge to a triggering law with fixed threshold. The threshold at which communication of a new control input is triggered is dynamically changing throughout the experiment.
In general, stability is very important in control tasks. However, most works in reinforcement learning aim at achieving optimal control instead of stability. For policy iteration methods (which we use herein), guarantees on monotonic improvement of the policy can be given, as discussed for instance in [30] , [37] . However, the resulting controller derived in this work is approximated by a deep neural network, which is highly nonlinear, thus analyzing the stability of the system is not straightforward. Further, finding optimal control policies does not necessarily imply stability, but the connection is more subtle (cf. [38] , [39] ). For the time being, this renders the effort of analyzing stability intractable. While stability of DRL is an important topic for research, this example is a proof of concept that joint control and communication policies can be found with DRL.
B. Comparison
We compare the performance of the learning approach to common model-based ETC designs on the inverted pendulum. For balancing, the inverted pendulum can be approximated as a linear system and methods from linear control theory may be used. We consider the intuitive ETC algorithm, where we only communicate, if the state deviates too much from its desired position. The state of the inverted pendulum consists of its angle θ and its angular velocitẏ θ, the desired value for both is zero. Hence, we apply the following control law
where the matrix K is designed with an LQR approach using Q and R as in the reward function of the learning algorithm. Additionally, we compare to the approaches introduced in [40] and [41] . In both cases, we use the formulation as a periodic event-triggered control algorithm provided in [42] , which is γ k = 1 ⇐⇒ Kx k − Kx k > δ Kx k for [40] , and γ k = 1 ⇐⇒ x k − x k > δ x k for [41] . The algorithms only give a communication threshold, but require a stabilizing controller K. For both, we used the same LQR as for (18) .
The algorithms have different triggering laws but are all based on a fixed threshold δ. For comparison, we vary this threshold. After every experiment, we compute the quadratic cost and the average communication. These simulations revealed that communication savings up to around 60 % for [41] , 70 % for [42] , and 80 % for (18) are possible. When running similar simulations with the DDPG approach from Sec. III-A, we noted that the model-based approaches clearly outperform the learning approach. However, communication savings of 90 %, as observed in Fig. 3 , cannot be achieved with these model-based approaches as they become unstable before. The learning agent, in contrast, is still able to come up with a good policy.
C. Swing-up
As previously stated, the presented DRL approach can also be applied to more challenging, e.g., nonlinear, systems. In this section, we take on such a setting where the aforementioned ETC designs do not apply. The training and evaluation procedures in this section follow the same paradigm detailed in Section IV-A.
In Fig. 4 , the inverted pendulum is presented again, but with the initial angle well beyond the linear region. As can be seen, the agent is able to learn a resource-aware swingup policy and then stabilize the pendulum around θ = 0 rad while saving around 80 % communication.
We also trained the learning agent on the cart-pole system, where it was similarly able to learn a stable policy while saving around 90 % of communication (with an underlying sample time of 25 ms).
D. Simulated locomotion
So far, we have addressed canonical tasks in optimal control using the proposed end-to-end approach. In this section, we move the focus to advanced tasks, i.e., locomotion. We applied the proposed parameterized DDPG approach of Sec. III-A to resource-aware locomotion, but only with moderate success. This is possibly due to the lack of reward handengineering and is left for future work considerations. During our experiments, we discovered that learning controller and communication behavior separately, as explained in Sec. III-B, allows us to address even challenging tasks such as robotic locomotion. In this approach, we first train the agent with full communication using TRPO, typically using iteration numbers on the 10 6 order-of-magnitude. After the TRPO agent is trained, we train the communication strategy using a policy gradient approach with augmented reward as in (15) until we observe desired behaviors trading off performance and communication saving. Our experimental environment is based on the Mujoco physics simulation engine [43] .
As an example we trained an ant (quadruped) robot (Fig. 5 ) in a simulated 3D locomotion task. It is a rel- atively challenging task considering the high-dimensional state space (111 states with 13 for position, 14 for velocity, 84 for external force) and under-actuation (8 actuators). To make matters worse, it can be easily toppled and is then subsequently not able to stand up. The underlying sampling time is 50 ms. As shown in Fig. 6 , the ant learns to walk saving around 60 % of communication. We did observe that, during some of the runs, the resource-aware ant falls and causes worse performance. However, this happens only around 10 % of the time. As our method is task agnostic and not specifically engineered for locomotion tasks, we consider the performances and communication savings non-trivial.
V. DISCUSSION
Most existing approaches in event-triggered control (ETC) rely on the availability of accurate dynamics models for the design of control law and event trigger. In contrast, we proposed the use of deep reinforcement learning (DRL) for simultaneously learning control and communication policies from simulation data without the need of an analytical dynamics model. For scenarios where an accurate linear model is available, the numerical comparisons herein have shown that common model-based ETC approaches are superior to the learning approach. This is to be expected because the model-based design fully exploits the model structure. For some cases, however, the DRL approach succeeded in finding stabilizing controllers at very low average communication rates, which the model-based design were unable to obtain. What is more, the key advantage of the learning-based approach lies in its versatility and generality. As the examples herein have shown, the same algorithm can be used to also learn control and communication policies for nonlinear problems, including complex ones like locomotion. In the presented example, significant communication savings of around 60 % were obtained.
One limitation of our current approaches is the zeroorder hold (ZOH) employed at the actuator. Instead of ZOH, some model-based approaches perform predictions based on the dynamics model in case of no communication, and thus achieve better performance. This could also be done if learning agents are used and would lead to a two agent problem. The first agent continuously receives measurement updates and decides when to transmit data to the second agent. The second agent can continuously apply control inputs, which includes the possibility of making predictions based on a learned model. Investigating such more general learning architectures is an interesting and challenging topic for future work. Whether theoretical guarantees such as on stability and robustness can also be obtained for the learned controllers is another topic worthwhile to be investigated.
